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QUESTION 1

Which options are available to work with User-Defined Templates? (Select two.) 

A. Copy from Template 

B. Save as Template 

C. Add to Template 

D. Record from Template 

E. Create Script from Template 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

When choosing between HTML-based and URL-based recording modes for Web protocol, robustness and
maintainability of the recorded script should be considered. What would cause the replay failure of a script recorded in
URL mode? 

A. a dynamically generated URL 

B. a page with variable content 

C. a form with parameterized data 

D. an image with variable content 

E. an extra resource in the page 

F. a new image referred by the page 

G. the replacement of a JPG image with a corresponding GIF 

Correct Answer: G 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You are tasked with building a Web script. Upon replay, one URL sometimes throws a 404 error that results in the script
execution stopping. You want to continue running the script when this 404 occurs because it is not critical to the test.
Which command allows you to ignore this failure and continue the script execution? 

A. lr_continue_on_failure(1); 

B. lr_failure_continue(1); 

C. lr_continue_on_error(1); 



D. lr_error_continue(1); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer informs you that an application to be tested is Acid2 compliant. Which protocol should be used to test this
application? 

A. Silverlight 

B. URL 

C. AMF 

D. HTML 

E. TruClient 

F. Click-n-Script 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

Which situations require parameterization? (Select four.) 

A. unique constraint 

B. type of application 

C. date constraint 

D. data dependency 

E. type of database 

F. data caching 

G. clustered database 

Correct Answer: ACDF 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the difference between the URL-based and the HTML-based recording modes? 

A. URL is more accurate, as it traces every resource request. 



B. HTML is more accurate, as it takes into account client-side logic. 

C. HTML replay is based on UI elements, while URL works at the protocol level. 

D. They differ in the way HTTP requests to the server are built during replay. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Where should you add a web_reg_save_param function to a script? 

A. in the global.h section 

B. before the step that contains the dynamic value 

C. before the step that generates a response from the server containing the value 

D. at the beginning of the action section that contains the dynamic value 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which tool should you use to identify the protocol to use? 

A. Protocol Analyzer 

B. Protocol Advisor 

C. HP Diagnostics Probe 

D. HP WebInspect 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

What is a data parameter type? 

A. Sequential Number 

B. Scenario ID 

C. Rendezvous 

D. File 

Correct Answer: D 

 



QUESTION 10

Which option instructs VuGen to cache only the URLs that require the HTML content? 

A. check for newer version of stored pages every visit to the page 

B. cache URL requiring content (HTML) 

C. download non-HTML resources 

D. clear cache on each iteration 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Percentage weighting for blocks in Run Logic on Run-time Settings exists for which blocks? 

A. only blocks running in sequential 

B. only blocks running in random 

C. blocks running in random or sequential 

D. blocks running unique 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

When is correlation used? 

A. when a recorded script includes a dynamic value (such as a session ID) and cannot replay 

B. when you want to take a value and turn it into a variable in order to make your script more realistic 

C. when you want to input different users\\' credentials in your script 

D. when you want to check the presence of a string in a response to validate script results 

Correct Answer: A 
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